A Western World
by Michael DeForge
A collection of short comics by the prolific and
vital author behind Dressing and the Lose series.
Short, succinct and, more often than not, strange
stories have always been a central part of Michael
DeForge’s oeuvre. In a career that’s volume
outweighs its years, DeForge’s most powerful
work has often been his most pithy.
MICHAEL DEFORGE currently lives and works in
Toronto as a cartoonist, commercial illustrator and
designer for the hit Cartoon Network program
Adventure Time. His one-person anthology series
Lose has received great critical and commercial
success, having been nominated for every major
comics award including the Ignatz and Eisner
Awards.
“Everything and everyone in his [DeForge’s]
drawings is dripping, bubbling and developing
unsightly growths. He warps and dents the assured,
geometrical forms of vintage newspaper strips
and new wave-era graphics into oddly adorable
horrors; his stories are prone to whiplash formal
shifts.” — Douglas Wolk, The New York Times
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Somnambulance
by Fiona Smyth
Collecting a career in comics from 1983-2017 by
a joyous, feminist contemporary of Julie Doucet,
Seth and Chester Brown.
A comics collection by Canadian cartoonist, painter, and illustrator Fiona Smyth. Over thirty years of
comics that feature Fiona’s world of sexy ladies,
precocious girls, and vindictive goddesses is revealed in all its feminist glory. This is recommended reading for sleepwalkers on a female planet.
FIONA SMYTH is a Toronto based painter, educator, illustrator, and cartoonist. Her feminist artwork
has exhibited internationally. Fiona collaborated
with writer and sex educator Cory Silverberg on
the kids’ series What Makes A Baby in 2013, and
Sex Is A Funny Word in 2015, published by Seven
Stories Press.
“This collection of bold marks is an iconography
of sex, death, gender, desire and vulnerability that
defines new benchmarks for hybrid art practice
and imagined creatures. Big guts, tonnes of pussy
and other hairy holes, freak fashion and politics
all keep me wanting and looking.” — Allyson
Mitchell is a maximalist artist working in sculpture,
performance, installation and film. She runs the
FAG feminist art gallery and teaches Gender and
Sexuality Studies at York University.
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Soft X-Ray / Mindhunters
by A. Degen
The Mindhunters release prisoners from the shackles of others’ dreams.
The servants confined to the virtual mind palaces
of despotic dreamers have found their furies in the
form of the Mindhunters: masked vigilantes who
burgle brainpower. Pop and ancient culture collide
in searing colour in this melange of Astro Boy and
Attic tragedy.
A. DEGEN was born in Brooklyn, NY. After a time
in Tokyo, he now lives and works in Connecticut.
He made his Koyama Press debut with Mighty Star
and the Castle of the Cancatervater (2015), and
he’s appeared in various anthologies including
The Best American Comics edited by Jonathan
Lethem.
“Surreal, colorful, surprisingly violent, and
relentless. A cast of hundreds locked in a struggle
among
beautifully
realized
environments...
A. Degen’s Soft X-Ray/Mindhunters reads like
Henry Darger warped through virtual reality and
anime. Mysterious, dense, and satisfying.”
— Tom Kaczynski, Beta Testing the Apocalypse
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Winter’s Cosmos
by Michael Comeau
Collage and comics combine in this fotonovela
about the psychology of space travel and the
limits of exploration.
In the tradition of 2001: A Space Odyssey and Silent Running, this genre-bending photo and comics hybrid presents the final years of a mission to
seed a planet in a distant constellation and the
failings of both human and artificial psyches in the
face of the vastness of space.
MICHAEL COMEAU works on the wall, the print
sheet and the page. Creating window displays
and paste-up murals utilizing generations of street
posters he created for parties, gigs, etc. His comic
trilogy Hellberta won the Doug Wright award for
experimental comics in 2012.
“Michael Comeau is one of those rare and talented
artists who possesses an expansive visual
vocabulary along with the ability to tell a fantastic
tale. You will see this firsthand as you enter
Winter’s Cosmos. Comeau’s amazing wit coupled
with his gorgeous art makes this book impossible
not to love. His beautiful ethereal images and
tonal textures advance an absolutely hilarious
and smart story. Space isn’t the final frontier, it’s
Michael Comeau’s brilliant mind!” — Gary Taxali
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XTC69
by Jessica Campbell
Explorers from an all-women planet have found
men to breed with, but have they found studs or
duds?
Commander Jessica Campbell of the planet L8DZ
N1T3 and her crew are searching for men to breed
with when they discover the last human on Earth,
the cryogenically frozen Jessica Campbell. With a
new, but familiar crewmember, the search for men
continues, but will it be worth it?
JESSICA CAMPBELL is from Victoria, BC and is an
enthusiast of jokes, painting and comics. She completed her MFA at the School of the Art Institute
of Chicago where she is a comics instructor. In
2016, she unleashed the art world and chauvinist
skewering: Hot or Not: 20th-Century Male Artists.
“XTC69 is an eccentric and unique brand of humor that can best be described as sci fi magical
realism imbued with millennial pathos.” — Grimes,
Award-winning musician, producer and artist
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The Ideal Copy
by Ben Sears
The fix is in as the Double+ gang try to counter
crooked counterfeiters from the inside!
Plus Man and Hank have been blacklisted and
have replaced treasure hunting with job-hunting,
before landing a catering job at a swank hotel.
But trouble doesn’t wait for hors d’oeuvres as
the boys find themselves with a main course of
counterfeiting crooks to crack!
BEN SEARS is a Louisville, KY based cartoonist,
illustrator and musician. His Double+ character has
appeared in a number of zines, online anthologies
and in the all-ages adventure comics Night Air and
Volcano Trash where he has been perpetually in
over his head.
“Ben Sears’ Plus Man and Hank are one of my alltime favorite comic duos! If you’re an adult reading
their great books like The Ideal Copy you may
suddenly stop and realize that they’re also perfect
for kids! That idea sneaks up on you because
Sears’ work never falls into the common traps
and tropes of ‘kids books,’ and sits above them
all as genuinely enjoyable all-ages work. I love
it!” — Chip Zdarsky, Peter Parker: The Spectacular
Spider-Man, Howard the Duck, Marvel Two-In One,
Jughead
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ABOUT
Founded in 2007, Koyama Press is a Toronto-based
small press. Our mandate is to promote and support
a wide range of emerging and established artists.
Projects include comics, graphic novels, art books,
and zines. We are known for our alternative edge
and diverse range of titles that include a myriad of
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horror to humour, and more.
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